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PCHS is providing services to
the community around COVID,
we are there for you in ths hard
time. We are providing all sorts
of wrap around services to the
community including rent money, hot food and PPE. We are also
happy to announce that PCHS is
running an isolation center which
could be accessed by calling us on
our support line numbers 416605-6134 or 416-579-5942.Please
visit our website for any type of
help around COVID, we are there
for you.
Call us on our numbers dedicated to COVID related services:
416-605-6134 or 416-579-5942
or send us an email to support@
pchs4u.com

campaign through our social
media and ethnic media. PCHS
is delivering much needed myth
busting and awareness messages
to the community, in order to
help develop a better understanding of the COVID guidelines
as well as information around
vaccines.
Please do not hesitate to ask for
help, we will do our best to support you during this time.
Lets all help each other and overcome this!

We are also reaching out to
community with an awareness
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COViD-19
Control and Prevention, it is important to get
vaccinated to stop the pandemic. Studies show
that COVID-19 vaccines are effective at keeping
you from getting COVID-19. This finding has
been supported by many experts who are of the
opinion that a COVID-19 vaccine may help keep
you from getting seriously ill even if you are
infected with the virus. The vaccines teach our
immune systems how to recognize and fight the
virus that causes COVID-19. It typically takes a
few weeks after the vaccination for the body to
build protection (immunity) against the virus
that causes COVID-19. This simply means that
it is possible for a person to still contract the
virus just after vaccination because the vaccine
has not had enough time to build and provide
protection inside the body.

C OVI D - 19 Vac c i n e
A BOON TO BEAT THE PANDEMIC

G
4

ada. Due to limited doses arriving in staggered
batches, vaccines are being distributed based on
the recommendations of the National Advisory Committee of Immunization to the Public

Continue Protecting Yourself
With routine processes and procedures in
place to ensure the safety of any vaccine that is
authorized or approved for use, the foremost
purpose is to provide protection and safety.
There are steps you can take to protect yourself
until you can get vaccinated. Even after you get

>>> SHAHEEN KAPADIA

cines to arrive for the entire population of Can-

vaccinated, it is important to continue using all
the tools available to help stop this pandemic as

iven how un-

ize our lives! The excitement

the vaccine. They are the true

we continue to learn more about how COVID-19

precedented has

around the discovery of the vac-

heroes and saviours in our lives

vaccines work in real world conditions. Even

become the new

cine has brought with it some

right now!

after vaccination, take steps to protect yourself

normal for a year

very reasonable questions and

and others from COVID-19. Wearing masks

now because of the novel coro-

doubts. With credible informa-

and maintaining social distance help reduce

navirus, each one of us is doing

tion from authentic websites,

Strengthen that Immunity

your chance of being exposed to the virus or

our bit to stay safe – wearing

this article aims to clear a few of

with the Vaccine

spreading it to others, but these measures may

masks, washing hands as often

the major doubts harboured by

COVID-19 vaccine roll-out has

not be enough. Eventually, it is the vaccines that

as possible, using hand sanitiz-

many. What is commendable is

become a primary part of the

will work with your immune system to fight the

ers, sanitizing our surround-

how the frontline workers who

daily news updates and is our

virus if you are exposed to it.

ings, and practicing social dis-

were the first to be exposed to

only hope now for the situa-

tancing to name a few. All this,

the uncertainty around the vi-

tion to gradually reverse to the

while we wait in anticipation

rus braced themselves again by

pre-pandemic era. As stated

When will I Receive my Dose

until the vaccine helps normal-

being among the first to receive

by the U.S. Centers for Disease

There is a phased approach in place for the vac-

Health Agency of Canada. Groups for early
vaccination are chosen by looking at risk factors
for severe COVID-19 infections and outcomes,
including biological factors like advanced age
and pre-existing medical conditions. These
recommendations aim to reduce disruptions
in society due to the pandemic by prioritizing
those who provide essential services and take
additional risks to protect the public.
Groups that will receive the vaccination in Canada are divided into three stages. With Stage
one currently in progress, COVID-19 vaccines
and supplies will soon become available for
Stage two and Stage three in the months that
follow.
According to Health Canada, vaccines will
be available at no charge throughout 2021 to
everyone who wants them in Canada. Until a
large number of people across Canada are vaccinated, public health measures will continue to
be essential to protect everyone and minimize
the spread of COVID-19.
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MENTAL HEALTH & WELL BEING
SERIES: UNDERSTANDING THE
JOURNEY THROUGH A NARRATIVE
APPROACH

In collaboration with Punjabi Community Health Services (PCHS)

Tuesday, March 23, 2021 | 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Settling in a new country can be an exciting but scary time for newcomers.
The challenges are often difficult, especially now, as your mental health and
well-being are at greater risk due to the pandemic. Join us in a series of
workshops to better understand the journey.
In part 3, the following will be covered:
An interactive self-reflection session
Incorporate practices discussed in parts 1 and 2
Build a safe space for participants to learn from
each other's strengths
Wrap up

Register by phone or email:
(905) 457-4747 Ext. 3013
nicbcs@achev.ca
REGISTER NOW

achev.ca
achev.ca
achev
achev_ca

Registration link: https://bit.ly/30MwJyD
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Article Source: http://bit.ly/2YZeEwx

to soldier on.
For almost a year we have been
engulfed in this virus. There
have been so many patients that
sometimes they seemingly morph
into faceless numbers. But they
are not. They are our friends, siblings, parents, grandparents and
spouses. Recently, I looked after
an 80-year old man who contracted COVID from grocery shopping.
He wept because he was worried
about his wife of 60 years being
alone. There was also a 90-yearold grandmother whose entire
family had COVID because they
were frontline workers. Despite
our best efforts, both died. Another statistic.
How did our hospital become
ground zero? We are located in
a community made up of racialized and low socioeconomic
populations. They do not have
the luxury of staying home. They
work in factories so we have food

We're all in this together,
untill we're not

8

packages. They help feed and
bathe our loved ones. They brave
public transportation. They live
in multigenerational homes or
underfunded nursing homes. And
because of this they become sick &

>>> STEPHANIE GO

W

in our fridges. They deliver our

this is true.

e’re all in this

lieved it. There was fear but also

together. I heard

a sense of cautious optimism

this everywhere

that together we would weather

I am a frontline internal med-

when COVID-19 first hit Toron-

this storm. But it’s been a year.

icine doctor in a community

to. And during wave one, I be-

And I’m no longer certain that

hospital in Toronto. When I first

heard of COVID-19 I never

was inundated with nursing

die. They are victims of systemic

imagined being in its epicen-

home residents. Unfortunately,

discrimination and poverty.

tre. My colleagues and I have

many did not survive. Yet, we

treated hundreds of patients.

still witnessed the miraculous

Despite knowing these realities, I

We’ve suffered innumera-

recoveries of those on death’s

was still shocked that 79% of To-

ble losses. During the early

door. They were our symbol of

rontonians suffering from COV-

pandemic days our hospital

hope that we clung to in order

ID-19 are racialized. Ask yourself,
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PROFESSIONAL
BRA-MAKERS

“According to a study more
than 85% women aren’t
wearing the right size
of bra. ”

UPLIFTS MORE
THAN JUST
BREAST
if we saw positivity rates that

held accountable for them?

mercy of this deadly disease. It

are estimated at 20% in some

W

a woman wears a great fitting

size of bra is more

bra, she feels more confident.

than a fashion fau

Feeling more confident can

pas; it can dramatically affect

lead to increased self-esteem

both a woman’s physical and

and improved posture that can

emotional health. The ready-to-

result in a more youthful and

creasing pressure on the shoulders,

wear bra industry offers women

attractive appearance.

resulting in the reduction of back,

areas occurring in Bridle Path

This is not right. And our

is my responsibility and privi-

or Rosedale, would the govern-

continual acceptance of this

lege to be an advocate for them.

ment react the same?

is exhausting and infuriating.

It is all our responsibilities to

We know what is needed - test/

speak up when something is

seemingly endless options, but

This is privilege at work. We al-

trace/isolate, PPE, paid sick

wrong. If nothing is done, our

the so called “pretty” options

Many women think nothing of

low PSWs to be exposed to COV-

leave, affordable housing, safe

health care system will reach a

often lack support and ill-fit-

spending hundreds of dol-

Women have to understand that if

ID-19 without proper PPE while

schools, vaccines for high risk

tipping point. And it will affect

ting, leaving women feeling

lars on a custom-made suit or

you wear a well-fitted bra, it’s look

hospital CEOs and political

populations.

us all. We will not have the

less than confident about their

dress for a wedding or special

like you lost 10 pounds weight be-

resources to look after you. We

bodies. According to a study

occasion. But what the bra that

cause everything is in the right place.

more than 85% women aren’t

goes underneath it? Often it’s

Before you buy a bra, you must look

wearing the right size of bra.

purchased from a department

for three things like the cups should

That doesn’t mean they don’t

store “A poorly fitted bra de-

cover your breasts, the band should

know what is the right fit but

tracts from the most beautiful

wide enough to gives the support

they can’t find. Now there is an

garments making an otherwise

and the straps should be comfortable

alternative like custom fit for

spectacular outfit look unat-

without digging in your shoulders.

you.

tractive. This leaves a woman

leaders vacation in the Caribbe-

10

which has placed them at the

earing the wrong

neck, shoulder and arm pain.

an. Rich and privileged people

I am not an expert in public

will effectively have to decide

jump the queue for vaccines in

health or policy. I am also

who lives and dies.

remote Indigenous communi-

not brave enough to consider

ties. Asian doctors like myself

myself an activist nor do I think

This pandemic will eventually

are subjected to racist rhetoric

of myself as a frontline hero.

end. But some will have sac-

about the “China virus.” The

But I am a doctor who cares

rificed more than others. And

wealthy visit their cottages

deeply about her patients. And

that is due to the more insidious

while the poor do not have paid

while this year has been heart-

epidemic of inequality rooted

sick leave or access to afforda-

breaking for me, it is nothing

in racism and poverty. Unfor-

ble housing. More than 6000

compared to the horrors my

tunately, if we do not recognize

Ontarians have died. 3000 of

patients and their families have

this we cannot truly say we are

unique figure. Her bras are not

A bra that fits correctly sup-

those are our most vulnerable

weathered. I am angry at the

in this together.

only uplifting and supportive,

ports the weight of the breast

in nursing homes. Who will be

virus but more so at the system

but are also beautiful. When

to reduce sagging, as well as de-

with a less than confident
Certified professional bra-mak-

feeling about herself and how

er Kulwinder Pabla creates cus-

she looks.”

tom bras that fit each woman’s

Any questions about your bra
issues please feel free to call
kulwinder @647-219-5752
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you're all thumbs, you drop things, you can't
find what you're looking for and your back is
acting up again.

The solution is not to pretend

Like Attracts Like. No big surprise. Like attracts
like, energetically speaking, and when you're
in a rotten place, you cease to perceive the
goodness all around and in you. You can only
relate to things that match in some way, your
foul mood.
The solution is not to pretend you weren't
slighted or dissed--you were. The solution is to

you weren't slighted or dissed-you were. The solution is
to recognize the behavior as
something you don't want in
your life, and refuse to attach
to it.

recognize the behavior as something you don't
D r. Noe l le Ne l s on

want in your life, and refuse to attach to it. In

RUDE BEHAVIOR?
WALK ON BY

short, don't cling. Don't latch on to the person's

You' re irri tated, annoyed, but not damaged beyond repai r.
Unless you make i t so.

rudeness as if it were a life preserver and hang
on to it for all you are worth. Let go. Immediately, totally, completely. They were rude, yes.
You don't like it, fine. It's over.
You see, it's not the slight or the cutting-infront that hurts you, not really. You may have to
spend 5 more minutes in line than you intended, and you may have to remember to pay more
attention to potentially irresponsible drivers,
but there's no real harm here.

Anger Management

I

t's inevitable: if you interact

are all annoying.

beyond repair. Unless you make it so.

with other human beings,
you're going to be subject to

You're irritated, annoyed, but not damaged

Sure enough, you fume, you

an assortment of slights, glares

have a conversation with

The more you fume, dwell on the slight, rehash

and smirks (if not downright

yourself about how rude these

it endlessly in the theatre of your mind, the

rude gestures). Whether their

people are; how you would

bigger it gets, and yes, then you can do damage

behavior is intentional or not,

never behave that way. You are

to yourself over this truly insignificant event.

the driver that cuts you off, the

justifiably irritated and you stay

person in front of you in the "15

that way for the better part of

You have better things to do with your life; your

items only" line with 25 items in

your day. You then inflict your

time on this glorious planet. If you can, forgive

their cart, the sales person who

foul mood on whomever you

the person (who knows what's going on in their

refuses to make eye contact as

encounter-your co-worker,

life?). If you can't, that's all right too, but at the

they text away on their phone--

child, partner, friend. Suddenly

very least, let go and walk on by. You will be the
happier for it.

Source: https://bit.ly/3ttndgj
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Prepared by:

The Social Planning Council of Peel

An Exploratory
Study of
COVID-19 in
Brampton's
High Priority
Community

Lorem ipsum
do
sadipscing elitr lor sit amet, consetetur
, sit amet, cons
etetur

February 2021

in partnership with

Download Report

with support from
The Government of Ontario
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self-identified as gay or bisex-

of them reported sitting on a

designated groups were often

ual, and other estimates have

board in the non-profit sector.

involved in organizations with
an official diversity mandate.

been significantly higher.
Three quarters of these board
Although this survey data was

members belonged to an organ-

Omidvar said it’s important

collected through crowdsourc-

ization that operates locally; 13

for the sector to look at govern-

ing from professional networks

per cent at a provincial level;

ance through a diversity lens

within the sector — and not

eight per cent nationally; and

and follow a federal reporting

through probability-based sam-

three per cent internationally.

system that’s already required
of corporations to disclose

pling — it provides a glimpse

Numbers reveal a ‘diversity deficit’ in boardrooms of the charitable and non-profit sectors

into how well the leadership

Their organizations engaged in

demographic diversity in their

reflects and includes the voices

a range of activities: social ser-

governance.

of diverse communities.

vices (22 per cent); arts and culture (17 per cent); education and

“We ask nothing of the char-

“The numbers tell us that there

research (12 per cent); sports

itable and non-profit sector.

is a diversity deficit in the

and recreation (13 per cent);

We all think of them as angels

governance of the sector. Many

and health (9 per cent). More

and they are, but even angels

charities have challenges in this

than half of the respondents

need evidence to take further

context,” says Sen. Ratna Omid-

said their organizations served

actions,” she said. “We need

var of Ontario, who challenged

at least one of the designated

reliable, ongoing surveys and

the sector last summer to start

minority groups.

data that’s analyzed to move
forward.”

collecting demographic data in

>>> NICHOLAS KEUNG

T

here’s a “diversity deficit” in the board-

to a visible minority group; eight per cent as LG-

rooms of Canada’s charitable and not-for-

BTQ2+; six per cent as persons with a disability; and

profit sector, even though government

three per cent as First Nations, Métis or Inuit.

funding and public donations are their main source
of revenues.

Only 42 per cent of the respondents reported that
their organization has a written policy on board

A Statistics Canada survey has found 59 per cent

diversity, said the report released Thursday.

of responding board members in the sector were
women, but designated groups appeared to be un-

According to the federal agency, 22 per cent of the

der-represented in the governance of these organ-

Canadian population are immigrants; 19 per cent

izations.

belong to a visible minority group; 22 per cent of
those aged 15 and above have one or more disabil-

Of the 6,170 people who sat on these boards and

ities; and five per cent are First Nations, Métis or

responded to the survey, only 14 per cent identified

Inuit. A 2015 Canadian health report found three

themselves as immigrants; 11 per cent as belonging

per cent of Canadians aged between 18 and 59

the wake of the racial reckoning

While the local organizations

spearheaded by the Black Lives

were more likely to be involved

“Adding that one question is not

Matter Movement.

in social services, their provin-

going to cost anyone any mon-

cial and national counterparts

ey, but it will get us the evidence

tended to engage in education

that we need and then we will

“It’s important for all of the

and research or in grants and

be able to take it further,” said

society, particularly for chari-

fundraising, or were business

Omidvar.

ties and not-for-profit organi-

or professional associations

zations because governors set

or unions. The international

“It requires political will. There

their missions. They decide how

organizations reported global

are candidates who are qual-

dollars are spent. They make

activities or arts and culture as

ified, willing, ready and able

decisions on how an organi-

their main focus.

to sit on boards. They did not
get that opportunity. It’s time

zation will respond to this or
that. They are in control of the

Organizations engaged in

that Canadians woke up to that

resources that come both from

sports and recreation or in reli-

diversity deficit in our charities

the government and donors.”

gious non-profits and charities

and non-profit sector.”

were least likely to have a writResearchers surveyed almost

ten policy on board diversity.

9,000 people in total and 6,170

Respondents belonging to the
https://bit.ly/38HEZUW
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COVID-19
RESOURCES

TAKE PRECAUTIONS TO
AVOID THE RISK OF GETTING INFECTED FROM
COVID -19

Getting the

VACCINE

WEAR A MASK

Details about COVID-19 vaccination
program run by the Government

WASH YOR HANDS PROPERLY

USE SANITIZER

CLICK HERE

Visit

STAY AT HOME IF POSSIBLE

VACCINE AFTER CARE
FACTSHEET

20

VACCINE MYTHS AND
QUESTIONS

COVID-19
SAFETY
TIPS!
PCHS Newsletter | February 2021
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The Power of Belief

DO OUR
BELIEFS
DEFINE
HOW WE
EXPERIENCE
LIFE?
>>Oliver JR Cooper

I

f it was put forward to some-

A Random World

way to change their life. Through

one that how they experi-

If they work for someone who

being a victim, it can allow them

ence life is largely the result

mistreats them, then, they are

to experience control.

of what they believe, they could

unlucky, but if they win money

be completely on board with

on the lottery, they will be lucky.

Other people, through feeling

this. This could be something

Or, if they are not very success-

sorry for them, can end up giving

that, to one degree or another,

ful, they will be unlucky, but if

them things and doing things for

they have been aware of for quite

they have good friends, they will

them that they themselves can't

some time

be lucky.

do. Being powerless, as frustrating as it will be, will provide
them with a sense of control.

Then again, they could end up

In each of these examples as

dismissing what has been said

well others, one won't be having

and question how their life has

much of an effect on what is

Going Deeper

got anything to do with what

going on. At the same time, there

Now, while one sees themselves

they believe. As far as they are

could be certain areas of their

as generally being nothing more

concerned, what is going on 'out

life that they believe are in their

than a passive observer of what

there' and what they experience

control, or at the very least, have

is going on 'out there', what if

could have very little to do with

more control over.

this is nothing more than an illu-

them.

sion? What if this is the result of

A Natural Outcome

them being too attached to their

A Passive Observer

So, if one doesn't experience

ego-mind and being caught up in

One is then just going to be ob-

much good luck, it is not going to

what their eyes tell them?

serving what is going on around

be a surprise if they have what is

them and what takes place in

often described as a 'victim men-

What if their beliefs define what

their life will be mostly out of

tality'. But, if bad things happen

they do and don't experience?

their control. If they were asked

to them and there is nothing that

This would mean that one is not

to explain why they experience

they can do, how else would they

merely a passive observer of

things, they could say that it is

be?

their reality; they are both the
co-creator and the observer of

typically the result of "good luck"
and "bad luck", or "good karma"

To expect any different would be

or "bad karma".

to expect night not to follow day;

their life.

it would be totally irrational. To

Analogy

Thus, someone or something 'out

make matters worse, both the

One way to look at it would be

there' is going to play a big part

people in their life and the so-

for one to imagine that they

in what does or doesn't happen

ciety that they live in could also

made a decision to visit a town

to them. Furthermore, uncon-

validate their view of themselves

that was messy, unfriendly and

sciously, if not consciously, they

as a victim.

even dangerous. However, even

may believe that if they behave

though they made this decision,

in a certain way, "good" things

A Payoff

they forget about this decision

will happen to them.

Through not having the ability

once they were there.

to change their life directly, they
will need to rely on an indirect

24

Consequently, although they
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chose to have this experience,

resonance, is actually pulling

It is due to this, that it will be

it was as if what was going on

situations and circumstances

normal for one to believe that

had nothing to do with them

to them that reflect what they

what takes place hasn't got

and that they were being pun-

believe.

anything to do with them. Yet,
by removing the curtain, so to

ished for no reason. Naturally,
during their time there, they

Along with this, it will also

speak, and connecting to their

would feel angry, frustrated

cause them to interpret situ-

other mind, they will be able to

and powerless.

ations and circumstances in a

understand why they experi-

way that will be in alignment

ence the same things over and

It's Seems so real

with what they believe. What

over again.

The trouble is that while what

this means is that even if some-

they see is coming from them,

thing doesn't actually reflect

Shining The Light

or their own consciousness to

what they believe, they will still

When it comes to what one be-

be more specific, their ego-

see it in a way that does.

lieves, it can relate to what they

mind and eyes will make it

have picked up from society,

extremely difficult for them to

For Example

their time at school, what their

realise this. According to these

One can then have a 'negative'

parents passed onto them, and

parts of them, what they see

experience and this experience

the meaning that they made

will be separate from them and

can result in them experienc-

out of what took place during

thus, have nothing to do with

ing 'negative' feelings. At this

their early years. What can fuel

them.

point, they can feel angry and

a lot of their beliefs is unpro-

powerless and/or feel like a

cessed emotional pain.

What will further strengthen

victim.

this view will be the thoughts

Ergo, once they have started to

and feelings that they experi-

In reality, this experience will

process the emotional pain that

ence. These two elements will

have been a manifestation of

is held inside their body, they

be what bring their experiences

what they believe. Their mind

can find that a lot of their be-

to life and what makes them

would have co-created this

liefs start to fall away. Also, just

'real'.

experience and this would have

bringing a belief up to the light

allowed them to experience

of consciousness can cause it to

feelings that were already held

be seen for what it is - a belief

inside them.

and not the truth.

a step back from what is taking

Two Levels

Awareness

place 'out there' and went deep-

Consciously, one could say that

If one can relate to this, and

er into themselves, they would

this is not true and, at a con-

they are ready to change their

probably soon find that their

scious level, they could spend a

life, they may need to reach out

external reality is mirroring

fair amount of time focusing on

for external support. This is

back what they believe. There-

good things. Nevertheless, at a

something that can be provided

fore, while it may have seemed

deeper level, their unconscious

with the assistance of a thera-

as though things just happen to

mind will be looking for that

pist or healer.

them, their mind, via the law of

which it believes to be true.

Setepping Back, Right
Back
Nonetheless, if one was to take

MARCH 2021 WEBINARS
JOIN US FOR OUR VIRTUAL

Employment Readiness Workshops
For workshop description & more info visit
www.pchs4u.com

Employment readiness workshops designed to prepare newcomers with
employability skills, basic academic, critical thinking and personal skills
necessary to gain and maintain employment in Canada
Self-assessment | Cover Letter
Resume Writing
Tuesday, March 02
10:00 – 11:00 am
Interview skills | Thank you
email | Follow up email
Tuesday, March 09
10:00 – 11:00 am
Labour Market Information (LMI)
Job search through COVID -19
Tuesday, March 16
10:00 – 11:00 am

Canadian workplace
communication and culture
(What employers WANT)
Tuesday, March 23
10:00 – 11:00 am
Teamwork
Tuesday, March 30
10:00 – 11:00 am

Due to COVID – 19 our workshops and services will be delivered through
online mode
For more information, & registration call or email
Rekha | rekha@pchs4u.com
905-677-0889 ext. 101 | intake@pchs4u.com

Source: https://bit.ly/3cApejJ
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PCHS Media
Shaping your thoughts
Our Shows
The Purple Tales
Weekly Punjabi News
InterGen
News & Views
Parchol
Khari Khari
Community Connection

For information about programs and their schedule please visit our website at www.pchsmedia.com
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Negative Feelings

Positive feelingsare related to joy,
hope, optimism and happiness. If one
experiences one or more of these feelings, they are going to feel good.

WHY WOULD SOMEONE
HAVE 'NEGATIVE' FEELINGS?

have been given. As a result of this, it will be essential for them to reach out for support.

> > O l iv er JR C o op er

If they don't do this and just carry on as they are,
their life could end up getting even worse. The first
step, of course, will be for them to realise that some-

Negative feelings are related to
shame, guilt, sadness, fear and
despair. If ever Someone experiences one or a number of these
feelings, they are going to feel
bad.

thing isn't right, as if they don't get to this point,
there will be no reason for them to do anything about
their life.

Numbering The Pain
Or, if they do do something to change their life, they
could end up doing more harm than good. Ergo,
through not being able to step back and to see that
they need help, they could end up taking or drinking

I

something, for instance.

rrespective of whether someone
is into self-development, they

This will allow them to feel better but what it won't

Out of Blance

do is resolve what is going on for them. Through ex-

the term 'negative' feelings. In fact,

Now, it could be said that it is not going to be

ternal means, then, they will simply be denying how

they may even describe some of

possible for one to always experience 'positive'

their own feelings in this way.

feelings; this is just not how life works. Also, if they

will probably be familiar with

did always experience these kinds of feelings, they

The Next Step
If one is able to take a step back and to reach out

If this is the case, it will mean that

would soon get used to them, causing them to lose

some of their feelings will be seen

their effect.

for support, they could end up looking online. This

be seen as 'negative'. Through seeing

In other words, it is through being able to expe-

change their 'negative' thoughts.

them in this way, they may gener-

rience both sides of the emotional spectrum that

as 'positive' and some of them will

one will be able to appreciate the 'positive' side. The

ally see their 'negative' feelings as a

other part of this is that their feelings are there

problem.

to provide them with valuable feedback and are,
therefore, neither negative nor positive.

For Example

32

they really feel.

When it comes to 'negative' feelings, this will relate to:

On the other hand, when it comes to 'positive' feelings,

shame, guilt, sadness, fear and despair. If ever they

this will relate to: joy, hope, optimism and happiness.

experience one or a number of these feelings, they are

If ever they experience one or more of these feelings,

going to feel bad.

they are going to feel good.

could be a time when they will learn that they need to

The reason for this is that their 'negative' thoughts
will be seen as the reason why they have 'negative'
feelings. Thus, by changing the thoughts that they
have, they will be able to experience more 'positive'
feelings.

In A Bad Way
But, with that aside for the time being, if one expe-

Moving forward

riences a lot of 'negative' feelings, it is going to be a

With this in mind, the next step will be for them to

challenge for them to appreciate the life that they

pay close attention to how they talk to themselves
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and to begin replacing their

above about one's feelings

a reflection of what they

'negative' thoughts with

providing them with valuable

were experiencing. With this

'positive' thoughts. Naturally,

feedback, what needs to be

understanding in place, their

this is not going to happen

looked into is why they would

present emotional experi-

straight away.

be having these so-called

ence would be linked back to

'negative' feelings. Firstly,

the original context, making

The key will be for them to be

there is a strong chance that

complete sense in the process.

both mindful and diligent,

their thoughts are triggering

and, as time goes by, they will

feelings that are already held

Awareness

be rewarded for the time and

inside them.

If one can relate to this, and

effort that they put into this

they are ready to change their

area of their life. As the days

Secondly, the feelings that

life, they may need to reach

and weeks by, they should

they see as being 'negative'

out for external support. This

start to experience more 'pos-

probably go back to a time

is something that can be pro-

itive' feelings.

in their life when they were

vided with the assistance of a

being harmed or neglected.

therapist or healer.

One Part

What this means is that al-

The above approach may or

though these feelings are seen

With external support, one

may not work and, even if it

as 'negative' now, there would

will be able to work through

does, it might not last. If it

have been a time when they

the emotional pain that has

doesn't work or just doesn't

merely reflected reality.

been locked in their body.

last, one could believe that
they need to keep going,

Connecting the Dots

believing that they need to be

The trouble is that as so

patient.

many years may have passed
since these experiences took

“The key will be
for them to be both

Another way of looking at

place, their conscious mind

mindful and dili-

this would be to say that there

will have forgotten all about

is a good reason why this ap-

what took place. The natural

gent, and, as time

proach won't really work and

outcome of this is that these

that's because their 'negative'

feelings will be perceived as

feelings are not solely being

being 'negative' by their con-

caused by their thoughts.

scious mind.

However, if one has come to

goes by, they will
be rewarded for
the time and effort
that they put into

believe that their thoughts

Whereas if they didn't have a

create their feelings, some-

load of defences in place and

thing that is nothing more

their conscious mind could

than a half-truth, it might be

remember what happened,

and weeks by, they

hard for them to accept this.

this part of them would real-

should start to

ise that these feelings may be

Going Deeper

'negative' now, but there was

Coming back to what was said

a time when they were simply

this area of their
life. As the days

experience more
'positive' feelings.”
Source: https://bit.ly/3eHSUhw
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Self-improvement

someone

Encourage Creativity

beneficial for them. You may

When online, children should

want to encourage them to get

be learning something new and

rid of the applications that they

nies that can be beneficial

creative. For example, you may

cannot use anymore. Alterna-

for you

want to encourage them to make

tively, you can find some better

things, create videos, write arti-

games and ask them to use those

If you follow these best prac-

cles, edit photos, or create sim-

instead.

tices, your kids will be most

•

Follow people and compa-

likely to follow in your footsteps.

ple video games. In other words,
they should be creative instead

Show good Practices

Therefore, you may want to take

of consumers of different types

Kids have a tendency to learn

your time and make positive

of digital content.

from what they witness and

changes to your own habits.

experience. What they are told is

Discuss who they are

CREATE HEALTHY
DIGITAL HABITS IN
YOUR CHILD

On the internet, there are a lot

Therefore, you may want to take

digital habits, they will change

of sports stars, musical icons,

the following steps if you want

for the better. This is of para-

and companies. It is better that

your kids to adopt good prac-

mount importance if you don't

your children follow companies

tices.

want your children to engage

from. For example, if your kids
encourage them to follow the

your kids

official pages of NASA and other
space organizations.

personalities that can inspire

relationship between youngsters and children and

them. After all, they should not

to share with you a few tips that will help your kids
have healthy digital habits.

•

Don't use your smartphone

internet. In other words, you
may encourage them to focus
on healthy and positive digital
habits.

when you are talking to

photography, they should

phones. As a parent, you may be worried about the

keep an eye on them. In this article, we are going

Don't spend too much time
watching TV in front of

other words, they should follow

separate digital devices from your kids, you should

•

love space, you may want to

too much time watching TV and using smart-

outdoor activities. Although you don't want to

in harmful activities on the

and people that they can benefit

share their work online. In

ing the web. This time should be spent on other

children to adopt these healthy

following

According to many surveys, children tend to spend

more time playing their favorite games and surf-

In short, if you prepare your

Similarly, if they are into

> > Shalini M

the impact it has on their wellbeing. They spend

not important to them.

“

CHILDREN SPEND
MORE TIME PLAYING THEIR FAVORITE
GAMES AND SURFING
THE WEB. THIS TIME
SHOULD BE SPENT
ON OTHER OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES.

spend their time and energy on
something that cannot make
them better.

De-clutter Regularly
A lot of kids install a lot of apps
on their devices that are not

Source: https://bit.ly/38HdUBu
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What you need to know about the covid-19 vaccines

COVID-19
VACCINE
BULLETIN
COVID-19 vaccines will eventually be offered to all adults living in Canada. This fact sheet, verified by doctors, is the first
in a series designed to give you accurate, verified medical information about these vaccines so you can make an informed
choice. OCASI is collaborating with medical doctors and community organizations to bring you up-to date information in a
series of bulletins.
Kindly click on the tabs given below to download COVID-19 vaccine bulletins.
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AMHARIC VACCINE BULLETIN 1

PUNJABI VACCINE BULLETIN 1

ARABIC VACCINE BULLETIN 1

SOMALI VACCINE BULLETIN 1

BANGLA VACCINE BULLETIN 1

SPANISH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

CHINESE VACCINE BULLETIN 1

TAMIL VACCINE BULLETIN 1

ENGLISH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

TIGRINYA VACCINE BULLETIN 1

FRENCH VACCINE BULLETIN 1

URDU VACCINE BULLETIN 1
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COVID-19

2980 Drew Road

50 Sunny Meadow Blvd,

Unit 241, Mississauga

Brampton

Ontario L4T 0A7

Ontario L6R 0Y7

Phone: +1 905 677 0889

3195 Sheppard Ave E,

Southfields Community Centre

Email: info@pchs4u.com

Unit 202, Scarborough

225 Dougall Avenue, Caledon

Fax: +1 905 677 9141

Ontario M1T 3K1

Ontario L7C 3M7

PCHS

Website: www.pchs4u.com
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